Proof : We set p(z) = 1 + a x z + ... + a n z n q(z)= 1 +b x z+ ... 
THE CONDITION IS SUFFICIENT
Let us prove it by induction. We first notice that the resuit is clearly true for n = 1. Let us assume that the property is true for n -1. We consider two cases : l st case r is reducible or a n = b n = 0. Then it follows from (2) that r is the (w -\jn -1) -th Padé approximation to e~z and, from Hummel and A (-z) Seebeck [2] and Padé [4] r(z) may be written on the form "~l V } -with
Therefore r satisfies the theorem hypothesis for n -1 and it follows from the induction hypothesis that r is ^-acceptable. The subset E n of R 2n is convex and therefore connected.
For ail (a, b) e E n we have + a 2 y 4 + ... +a n y 2 » ^ x + A/i)2n _ n and then we have oq = p 19 ..., a n^x = P n -i-From the inequality |û n | < b n it follows that <x n < P n and therefore we have for ail (a, b)e E n : |r(i»| ^ 1 for ail y e R.
And so r has no pôle on the axis Re z = 0. Therefore q cannot have a root on this axis : indeed q(iy 0 ) = 0 implies q(-iy 0 ) = 0 and y 0 =£ 0 for q(0) = 1 ; since ij 0 and -ÏJ 0 cannot be pôles of r, r may be written r(z) = p t (z)/q 1 (z) with d°p 1 ^ n ~ 2 and J°^1 ^ M -2, which is incompatible with (2). Now we set F n = { (a, è) ; (a, b) e E n and the roots of q belong to the closed half plane Rëz < 0 }
